
MASTERS THESIS IN APA FORMAT

APA style guide - How to cite thesis/dissertation in your reference list. dissertation/thesis (Unpublished doctoral
dissertation [OR] Unpublished master's thesis).

Title of doctoral dissertation or master's thesis Doctoral dissertation or Master's thesis, the name of the
University, city, country. Available from ProQuest Dissertations and Theses database. Scholastica, The full
name of the college or university followed by a comma. Reference list entry: Knight, A. Masters Thesis.
Always check the title page, or subsequent pages, to determine exactly what the work is Use the information
there for your APA reference At Auckland University of Technology and other NZ universities Thesis is
either for a doctoral or a master's degree. For study purposes and for your APA reference you need to know
the level of the work. Theses and dissertations from online sources Reference format for a thesis from a
commercial database: Author, A. Scholastica, Duluth, Minnesota. Year of Publication:  Last name first,
abbreviate first and middle names. Exercise and osteoarthritis of the knee Unpublished master's dissertation.
Elsewhere In some other parts of the world such as North America, a dissertation may be for a doctoral degree
and a thesis for a master's degree. Capitalize only the first word of the title and subtitle and all proper nouns or
names. End with a period. List the year of publication, which appears on the title page or the title page verso
back side of title page. Status of Publishing: Unpublished master's thesis, Use the words Unpublished master's
thesis followed by a comma. Title of doctoral dissertation or master's thesis Doctoral dissertation or Master's
thesis. Name of Institution, Location. Follow the parentheses with a period. UMI No. Terminology Thesis and
dissertation can mean different things, depending on which institution the work is from. If more than one city
is given, use the first only. For these U. What variables appear to work in stress management programs in the
workplace and how effective are these programs? Are the physicians located where where the healthcare needs
are? In parentheses. Italicize the title and end with a period or if it has a question mark in the title, that is
sufficient.


